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During the mid-nineteenth century, the Haydel family was prominent sugar planters in 
southern Louisiana.  Their plantation, Whitney Plantation (16SJB11), lies on the highway 18 on 
the west bank of the Mississippi River in Wallace, Louisiana.  During the summer of 2002 
archaeological investigations were conducted around the kitchen and the overseer’s house, in 
order to collect a sample of materials associated with these occupants.  I hoped that the artifacts 
could yield information on how the planter and overseer family represented themselves 
materially.  Although what I excavated was the discarded remnants of the Haydel family’s life, 
these remnants offer an understanding of how these people lived their lives.  I hoped to learn 
about how this French Creole family represented themselves materially.  These materials are a 
reflection of the active choices the occupants at Whitney Plantation.  The occupants, as 
consumers, were part of a larger market economy.  It is my belief that the materials chosen by 
those who lived on Whitney Plantation were a manifestation of their identity. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
The reason for studying Whitney plantation is simple.  Not only does the main house 
survive, but also it is unique in that so many structures of Creole architecture still exist.  The 
combination of the architectural, artistic, and archaeological survivals allow for a clear 
representation of Creole life around the 1800s, and, as a result, Whitney plantation provides 
innumerable research opportunities. 
During the summer of 2002, two field schools under the direction of Dr. Paul Farnsworth 
and Dr. Laurie Wilkie undertook excavations of three areas of the plantation, including the 
kitchen, overseer’s house and an old sugar cane field.  For my research, and this master’s thesis, 
I focused on the kitchen and overseer’s house.  What follows in this thesis is a discussion of 
some of the inhabitants at Whitney plantation and their lifestyle as represented through the 
archaeological record and historical literature.   
Whitney Plantation, recorded as site 16SJB11 in the state of Louisiana archaeological site 
lists, lies just south of Highway 18 in Wallace, Louisiana.  The plantation is situated on the west 
bank of the Mississippi River.   The plantation was abandoned in the late 1950s and left without 
any upkeep until the 1990s.  Despite this abandoned status, the main buildings survive and are 
fairly well preserved.  The plantation consists of a French colonial house and many significant 
outbuildings, including the only known Creole-style barn (See Figures 1 – 7). 
Although a more detailed history of the plantation will be provided in Chapter 3, the 
following, history provides some introductory background.  The main house of the plantation 
was built around 1790 by Jean Jacque Haydel.  In 1820, Jean Jacque gave his son Marcellin 
Haydel ownership of about a third of the plantation.  By 1830, Marcellin had sole ownership of 
the entire plantation (Rykles 1991). In 1840, Marcellin’s widow, Azelie Haydel, was listed in the  
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Figure 1 – Plantation Map 
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Figure 3 – Main House – Back View 
 
 
Figure 4 – Kitchen 
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Figure 5 - Overseer’s House 
 
 
Figure 6 – Manager’s House 
 
 
Figure 7 - French Barn 
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census as the head of the household.  Over the next decade, Azelie Haydel continued to increase 
the size of her land and the labor force.  The number of enslaved peoples increased from forty-
eight in 1840 to ninety-six 1850.  Sugar production increased from 114 hogsheads in 1844 to 241 
hogsheads in 1850 (Champonier 1840).  Alphonse Bechnel, an adopted child of the Haydel’s, 
was the main plantation overseer for Azelie until her death.  The records of Azelie Haydel’s 
death are unclear.  However, based on historical documents, Alphonse Bechnel appeared before 
the courts in 1861 regarding the succession of Azelie’s land to him after her death.  Alphonse, 
along with the help of the new overseer Ursin Weber, Azelie’s brother-in-law, continued 
operation of the plantation until 1880 when it was sold to George Johnson, who was described as 
a New York carpetbagger.  Shortly after the sale, the plantation fell into disrepair. 
Some of the architectural and historical features of Whitney plantation are the elaborate 
paintings found both inside the main house, front porch, and loggia (See Figures 8-11).  During 
Marcellin’s ownership of the plantation, Italian-trained artisan, Dominca Canova, painted the 
house.  Oral traditions suggest that Canova painted the main house to thank the Haydel’s for 
caring for him when he had yellow fever.  The paintings are just one indication of what appears 
to be an elaborate and wealthy plantation lifestyle.  Today, the paintings exist as some of the 
most elaborate in southern Louisiana and make Whitney an important addition to the Louisiana 
plantation south (Edwards 1991). 
I begin by presenting the general literature I used to frame my theoretical background and 
understanding of the literature in Chapter 2.  There were difficulties in collecting the historical 
documents of the plantation; this difficulty is further explained in the history chapter (Chapter 3).  
Despite difficulties, the history presented contains more than just a skeleton outline of the life of  
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Figure 8 – Close-up of Mantle – Initials “MH” on Ceiling 
 
 
Figure 9 – Faux Marble – Before and After Restoration 
 
             
Figure 10 – Hand Painted Door Panels    Figure 11 – Faux Marble on Colonnade  
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the occupants of the plantation.  The methods employed in the field to collect the material culture 
and then analyze the material culture are explained in Chapter 4.  Chapter 5 includes the results 
of excavation and analyses of material from the Kitchen and Overseer’s House.  Rather than 
treating the two houses as separate entities, I decided to keep them together in order to show the 
similarities and make comparisons.  These comparisons are discussed in Chapter 6.   Chapter 7 




Chapter 2 – Framing Arguments  
Trying to understand the archaeology of Whitney Plantation has been a challenging 
endeavor.  As will be evident in the history, results, and discussion sections of this thesis, the 
archaeology of the plantation did not support all of my original research intentions.  I wanted use 
the archaeology to understand how the occupants at Whitney plantation constructed their 
identity.  As I read through the literature and learned about the concepts of habitus, agency, and 
practice, I realized that I could not identify the individual whose identity I was trying to define.  
The site had mixed stratigraphy, which resulted in a collection of materials ranging from French 
faience to a 1980 Pepsi in the same level.  The individual was almost invisible in the 
archaeological record and limited historical documentation of the site.    
 I then reexamined the results of my research, and attempted to learn about the ‘collective 
identity’ of the occupants.  Drawing from scholars such as Chapman (2000), Pauketat (2000), 
Sassaman (2000), and Shackel (2000), who discussed a collective or group agency, I looked for 
evidence of group identity for Whitney plantation.  I believe that the collective identity of the 
plantation occupants can be understood using a consumer choice model.  The artifacts and 
historical documentation express the choices the owners of the plantation made in purchasing.  
The occupants chose the material.  Undoubtedly, they were limited by the availability of certain 
goods or the cost of these goods, but ultimately they chose the materials whose remnants I found.  
The materials reflect aspects of everyday life.  However, I cannot reconstruct everyday life at 
Whitney from the available archaeological record.   
 I question if archaeologists can discern identity in the archaeological record if they do not 
have ideal preservation conditions.  Unless the context of excavation represents a distinct capsule 
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of time, can we really identify whether a particular individual discarded an object that becomes 
part of the archaeological record (Inomata and Webb 2003)?  
Developing in the later half of the twentieth century and extending into this century, a 
central problem in anthropology has been how to treat the concept of “the other.”  
Anthropologists, partly out of colonial enterprises, have traveled to other ends of the globe to 
view the ‘other’ in search of some sort of understanding.  The distancing between 
anthropologists and the other, or a “denial of coevalness,” has forced some anthropologists to 
become reflexive in their work (Fabian 1983). Colonial enterprises were criticized, but in some 
respects, anthropologists were promulgating the same problem.  Revolutions in the discipline are 
reflected in Ian Hodder’s postprocessual, contextual, interpretive archaeology and Mark Leone’s 
critical archaeology (Trigger 1989).   
 As an archaeologist, I have only been trained in anthropology since this ‘revolution.’  By 
the time I reached the discipline, many of the problems of reflexivity were superficially resolved.  
I assumed I could excavate an archaeological site, create a narrative, try to link together bits of 
time, use all of my available resources (i.e., documentary, ethnohistorical, and material) and then 
publish the document.  I know I must be critically informed and cautious of those I was 
researching.  I must try to avoid making too many inferences from data in the guise of careful 
scientific methodology (Schmidt and Patterson 1995).  Thus, my proposal for this thesis is a 
simple one.  I outline what I originally wanted to do, that is, to create an understanding of the 
identity of the occupants of Whitney plantation.  Through this process, I draw on the relevant 
theoretical literature in discussions of identity.  As will hopefully become clear throughout the 
discussion and the remainder of the thesis, identity develops as a result of the consumer’s choice.  
What became clear was that one strict theoretical approach did not adequately identify what life 
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was like at Whitney plantation.  Rather, a meshing of multiple concepts was necessary given the 
data from Whitney plantation.  I conclude this thesis with what I hope are relevant comments on 
how to circumvent problems of the ‘archaeological record’ and propose a new way in which we, 
as archaeologists, can be politically conscious of the individual while not creating a narrative 
based on unsound science. 
Agents Practicing Identity 
Beginning in the mid 1980s the development and use of agency and practice theories in 
archaeology allowed archaeologists to become more self-critical of the archaeological record 
historically and materially.  “Practice” theory involves studying the process of how life is lived, 
transmitted, and learned and concentrates on the modes by which these processes are embodied 
and socialized (Gosden 1999).  Drawing from the work of Bourdieu, practice involves the 
habitus of the individual or more specifically the system of dispositions that survive the past and 
perpetuate into the future; habitus is the sense of order that an individual develops through 
everyday life (Bourdieu 1990).  This concept of habitus focuses attention on the conscious 
everyday actions that are fundamentally engrained in one’s life, and may go unnoticed by the 
participant observer (Gosden 1999).  Therefore, the production of cultural histories by the 
individual is through the material production of life or praxis (Dobres and Robb 2000).  Cultural 
histories and material production provide a sense of time and history for the society and 
individual, and thus shape the reproduction of life, or again, the habitus (Dobres and Robb 
2000). 
Though not a clearly defined theory, “agency” theory, similar to “practice” theory 
focuses on the “individual” (although this may be a collective individual; Dobres and Robb 
2000).  Agency recognizes the properties of practice theory, and in particular habitus.  However, 
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agency” theory also focuses on the unconscious actions of life (Dobres and Robb 2000).  The 
actor has the ability to intentionally or unintentionally manipulate his/her life (Dobres and Robb 
2000).  Giddens’ “duality of structure” provided that actors create the structure in which they live 
as a result of the unintended consequences of their actions (Giddens 1979; Giddens 1984).  The 
objects produced are used to confirm the structure of the society (McCall 1999). 
 “Agency” and “practice” theories originated in social theory, particularly from the works 
of Bourdieu, Giddens, and Marx (Dobres and Robb 2000; Gosden 1999).  Both theories, (1) 
focused on personhood, (2) how personhood was constructed by the individual, both on the 
conscious and unconscious levels, (3) how personhood was reproduced, and (4) the implications 
upon the society in regards to materiality and historical construction (Barrett 2001; Dobres and 
Robb 2000; Gosden 1999; Hodder 2000; McCall 1999).  In contrast, normative, functionalist and 
formalist theories, as developed by Durkheim and Parsons, respectively dictated sociological 
discussions of agency for most of the century (Dobres and Robb 2000).  The influence of Marx’s 
praxis considered that people were practical and engaged with the social production of the world, 
in particular their material production (Dobres and Robb 2000).   
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, the work of Bourdieu and Giddens, began to 
consider how people create the structures of their every day life (Dobres and Robb 2000).  These 
two scholars are attributed as being the heart of specific theories of “agency” and “practice” 
(Barrett 2001).  The work of Bourdieu emphasized how the practice of everyday life structures 
the routine aspects of everyday life or the habitus, whereas Giddens’ “duality of structure” 
considered the unintended consequences of the peoples’ actions in the ongoing and recursive 
process of structuring society (Dobres and Robb 2000).  By the mid 1980s, practice and agency 
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theory had been adopted by socio-cultural anthropology as seen in the works of Moore, Sahlins, 
Scott, and Ortner (Dobres and Robb 2000). 
 The New or Processual Archaeology started by Binford in the 1960s led American 
archaeology to a focus on people as part of  “systems” rather than as agents (Dobres and Robb 
2000:6).  Agents were not of any importance analytically because they could not be empirically 
observed (Dobres and Robb 2000).  Moreover, the goal of archaeology was focused on cultural 
change and not on individuals.  The development of “agency” and “practice” theories entered 
into archaeological work during the 1980s largely as a result of the critique of American 
processual archaeology, allowing archaeologists to be more self-critical (Barrett 2001).  
“Agency” and “practice” theories manifested during the 1980s and 1990s, particularly in 
historical archaeology, in four main areas of archaeology including, (1) increased interest in 
gender, (2) understanding the significance of variation in material culture, (3) connecting agency 
material culture through phenomenology and Giddens’ structuration theory, and finally (4) 
through studies of inequality (Dobres and Robb 2000).   
 “Agency” and “practice” theories emphasize the history and materiality of the individual 
agents.  Rather than focusing on the “archaeological record,” which is a bounded entity, 
archaeologists using “agency” and “practice” theories should focus on the “inhabited 
conditions,” or the area of intersection between the material condition of life and the material 
remains (Barrett 2001:156).  The history of the material is thus the diversity of the social 
contexts and perspectives of the agents, not the material itself (Barrett 2001).  Therefore, the 
understanding of the historical condition is elucidated through the structure of (1) the material 
conditions themselves inhabited, (2) the fields of social practice or spatial and temporal arenas in 
which the actors practiced, and (3) finally through the mechanisms of systemic integration, or the 
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way in which the fields of social practice interact (Barrett 2001).  As previously stated, the 
material production provides a sense of time and history for the society and individual, and thus 
shapes the reproduction of life (Dobres and Robb 2000). 
 There are profound implications for the use of agency and practice theories in 
archaeology.  First and foremost, agency considers the individual (Dobres and Robb 2000).  The 
individual may a single person, or a single group (Hodder 2000; Hodder and Cessford 2004).  
“Agency” and “practice” theories have the ability to treat the artifacts as texts, or as 
representative of the reproduction of social order (Hodder 2000; McCall 1999).  The political 
implications of these theories allow archaeologists to be more reflexive about what his/her own 
biases might be towards his/her interpretations (Dobres and Robb 2000).  Archaeologists must 
realize that the framing of their interpretations is through a western lens (Thomas 2001).  
“Agency” and “practice” theories force archaeologists to consider the way in which people 
specifically interacted with the creation of the material culture, but more importantly, what affect 
the material culture may have had upon the society and creation of identity (Barrett 2001; Dobres 
and Robb 2000; Lightfoot et al, 1998).   
The recognition of social identity has become in many ways the holy grail of 
historical archaeology.  Identity is a complex, multifaceted, dynamic and cultural 
construct, and is negotiated and recreated through language, material culture and 
other symbols (Goodwin 2002:279). 
 
Initially, identity must be defined and distinguished from other terms that often are used 
interchangeably.  First and foremost, identity must be distinguished from the concepts of 
individual and person (Meskell 1999).  Although identity, individual, and person are inextricably 
linked, they are not interchangeable.  Meskell (1999:32) defines the individual as the “skin-
bound mortal human being, and the primary object of observation.”  This definition differs from 
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personhood, which is the “social being with those powers or capacities upon which agency 
depends” (Poole 1994:842). 
 Identity is defined as the way that individuals present or define themselves materially or 
metaphysically (Wilkie 2000:4).  It consists of various components, including but not limited to, 
race, ethnicity, gender, and class.  The way an individual presents his or herself, either 
consciously or unconsciously, changes and is dependent upon the situation.  For example, a man 
can be a father or businessman, and the way he materially and metaphysically presents himself in 
these guises changes within the course of a single day (Wilkie 2000).  As a result, identity is 
fluid, multiple, and ever changing (Wilkie 2000).  Hodder (1991:4) rightly suggests “to look at 
objects by themselves is really not archaeology.”  Rather, our concern as archaeologists should 
be with the meanings behind the material culture (Meskell 1999).  However, despite our search 
for the meaning behind the material culture, from objects in the archaeological record, how are 
we to examine what these artifacts meant? 
One Answer To The Question 
 Consumer choice models allow archaeologists the ability to address how and why people 
chose the specific material culture that becomes the archaeological assemblage (Spencer-Wood 
2000; Carroll 2002).  Those employing consumer choice models typically use consumer choice 
to explain social differentiation in artifact assemblages or to understand the symbolic or 
cognitive meanings behind why people chose a particular set of goods (Carroll 2002).  Consumer 
choice models tend to focus on gender and households, the individual as the primary unit of 
analysis, and choice of goods as “symbolically meaningful” (Wurst and McGuire 1999: 192).  
Moreover, Klein and LeeDecker (1991) suggested that a consumer choice approach could help 
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link the social and economic status with the artifact and historical record, in essence providing a 
form of middle-range theory (Binford 1965; Carroll 2002; Leone and Crosby 1987).   
Consumer choice models developed primarily out of archaeologists trying to address 
issues of capitalism (Carroll 2002).  Many historical archaeologists have suggested that the 
‘framing argument’ of their work should be capitalism (Delle 1998; Delle et. al 2000; Leone 
1995; Orser 1996; Paynter 1988; Mullins 2004).  Capitalism has an impact upon the material 
record in American historical archaeology (Mullins 2004).  Drawing upon previous definitions of 
identity, if identity is the material or metaphysical representation of people’s everyday life, then 
capitalism has a direct impact upon identity.  “Historical archaeology usually illuminates 
capitalism and consumer identity from the standpoint of local, household-based commodity 
patterns, illustrating the quantity, variety, and range of goods acquired, used, and discarded by a 
particular group of consumers” (Mullins 2004:199).  In essence, identity is embedded into all 
aspects of materiality.  However, the suggestion that capitalism is the ultimate force behind 
consumer choice, and is therefore reflected in all aspects of materiality, removes the active 
choice of the consumers (Mullins 2004).  Rather, I suggest that the people chose the materials 
within the confines of a capitalist based society, but that the act of selecting reflects their agency 
(Cook, et al. 1996). 
Why Whitney Plantation? 
 Archaeology of Whitney Plantation allows concepts of identity, agency, and consumer 
choice to be explored.  Use of historical records adds another layer of understanding when 
combined with the artifacts.  More specifically, historical archaeology allows researchers the 
opportunity to enhance the historical record by combining the written historical documents and 
the excavation of the material remains left behind by past cultures.  A powerful dynamic emerges 
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as the archaeologist integrates the documentary and the material artifacts into the explication of 
his/her research design (Worrell et al 1996).  While the historical documentation of the 
plantation was limited by circumstance, a deeper understanding of Whitney Plantation emerges 
from the integration of the historical documentation and artifact assemblage.   
 As previously discussed, Whitney Plantation is unique in that so many structures of 
Creole architecture still exist.  Due to the fact that numerous hurricanes have nearly destroyed 
plantations in the area, preservation at Whitney is remarkable.  When I first walked onto 
Whitney plantation, many of these buildings were in a state of disrepair.  However, Mr. 
Cummings has worked to have these buildings restored to their original condition.  Although a 
large amount of work must be done, the plantation’s preservation condition has improved.  I felt 
that given that Mr. Cummings was opening this plantation to the public and creating a museum 
that my work would be helpful in not only aiding museum development, but also in adding to a 
body of literature on French Creole plantations.   
An understanding of Creole plantations requires and understanding of creolisation.  
Creolisation refers to the blending “of elements of different cultures to create a new culture” 
(Orser 2002:138).  In this blending process, Creole identity is constantly reinvented (Dawdy 
2000).  Dawdy (2000:107) suggests that with each generation this identity is “formed, reformed, 
and reinvented.”   As a result of this formation, reformation, and reinvention are changes in the 
material culture of the occupants (Dawdy 2000).  The amalgamation of German, Spanish, and 
Anglo American peoples into the French lifestyle, allowed for these people to blend their 
cultures with the French culture, thus creating a unique culture (Dawdy 2000; Orser 2002).  
However, Whitney plantation is only one representation of Creole lifestyle. 
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As discussed, the consumer choice is an integral aspect of identity studies.  Although 
consumer choice models and identity were not directly identified, Dawdy’s (2000) discussion of 
Duplessis plantation highlights the difficulty of teasing out concepts the creolisation in the 
archaeological record.  Although the historical documentation of Duplessis plantation suggests 
that the family was a prominent Creole family, the mass production and distribution of British 
white wares limited Dawdy’s ability to distinguish this French Creole plantation house from 
other Anglo-American plantations in Louisiana (Dawdy 2000).  Similarly, Scott’s (2001) study 
trying to elucidate whether there were economic and ethnic differences at Nina plantation 
showed that although economics and ethnicities might play roles in food choices, these economic 
and ethic differences are difficult to discern in the archaeological record.  She suggests that 
availability, as a result of packing improvements, might have a greater effect on the food and 
social relations.  Understanding the prominent effects that issues of production and distribution 
could have upon an artifact assemblage was something that I did not originally consider in my 
research design.  However, as will be discussed later, Whitney plantation is an ideal assemblage 
in order to begin a discussion of identity formation as a result consumer choice. 
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Chapter 3 – Lavish Lifestyles In Louisiana?:  Historical Documentation 
Historical archaeology combines the available historical record with the archaeological 
assemblage.    Following leads provided in Coastal Environment Inc.’s (1991) CRM report and 
information from The Preservation and Restoration of the Whitney Plantation St. John the 
Baptist Parish Louisiana (1991) volumes, I gathered probates, wills, deeds accession records, 
and census data housed in historical archives in New Orleans and St. John the Baptist Parish, as 
well as the Government documents section at Middleton Library of Louisiana State University.  
At times, the information was difficult to read (due to fire, flood, or poor preservation), missing, 
or in French.  As a result, I relied heavily upon Coastal Environment’s previous work to cross-
reference what I felt were ambiguous texts.  This chapter provides a description of the family 
genealogies, land claims, and wills and probates of what would become the archaeological study 
of Whitney plantation this plantation. 
Jean Jacque Haydel was born on August 11, 1744.  He was the youngest child of 
Ambrose Haydel and Anna Marguerite Chauffe.  Jean Jacque married Marie Magdaleine 
Bozonier Marmillion on February 7, 1774.  The two had eight children: Aimee, Charlotte 
Adelaide, Jean Jacque Jr., Erasia, Jean Louis, Antoine Thelesphort, Marie Josephine, and Jean 
Francois Marcellin.  (Conrad 1972:322; Marmillion 1983:25).  Apparently in 1786, his son Jean 
Jacque Haydel Jr. made a claim for the land for his father:  
Jean Jacque Haydel claims, by virtue of inheritance, a certain tract of the land that 
is situated in the parish of St. John the Baptiste and district of [the] German Coast, 
on the west or right bank of the river Mississippi, about forty-six miles above the 
city, containing nine arpens [sic] front by forty arpens [sic] in depth, being a 
second depth lying immediately in the rear of a front tract now owned by him.  
Jean Jacque Haydel, father of [the] claimant, obtained from Governor Miro, on 
the 23rd of February 1786, a regular warrant or order of survey for said tract in 
virtue of which, and of continued possession, it is now claimed (National 
Archives, 1907 quoted in Hunter et al. 1991:9-1-2). 
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Based on architectural framing, it appears that the main house of the plantation was built around 
1790 by Jean Jacque Haydel; however, one of the earliest records of the house is from 1819, in 
which a description of the plantation states,   
on which habitation are one superior master’s house [supérieur maison de 
maître], kitchen [cuisine], storehouses [magazines à vivres], rice mill [moulin à 
riz], hen house [poulaillers], negro houses [cases à negres], and other building 
with sufficiently enough cane estimated to plant about forty arpents (St. John the 
Baptist Parish 1819 quoted in Hunter et al. 1991:9-3) 
 
This supérieur maison de maître is evidently the main house, indicating that the Big house 
existed at least by 1819.  In 1820, there was a sales inventory that lists the farm equipment, 
household items, and number of slaves.  This probate is the result of the death settlement of Jean 
Jacques wife, Marie Magdaleine Boznnier Marmillion.  There were 56 slaves present at the 
plantations.  The probate designates the origin of these slaves as noted in Table 1. From this sale, 
Jean Jacques fils (fils is a French word for son, considered like the English “junior” in this 
context), and Marcellin, purchased part of the holdings of Jean Jacques Haydel.  Jean Jacques 
fils, acquired two-thirds of the plantation, and Marcellin the remainder (St. John the Baptist 
Parish 1820; quoted in Hunter et al. 1991:9-8).  At this point, the property is listed as Jean 
Jacques Haydel and Bro.  In 1828, the brothers are listed as producing 314 hogsheads of sugar, 
making them the third largest producer on the west bank in St. John the Baptist Parish (The 
Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer 1892:66; in Hunter et al. 1991). 
The 1830 census indicates that Jean Jacques, fils, and Marcellin still had joint ownership 
of the property.  The census lists both brothers as heads of households.  It is unclear when 
Marcellin took sole ownership of what would become the Whitney Plantation compound; 
however, in 1835 Marcellin enlarged his holdings to a “three by fourty arpent habitation” 
(Rehder 1971:278) bounded by J.J. Haydel and sons and the Becnel Brothers (St. John the 
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Table 1 – List of Slaves 
“A List of Slaves Inventoried in the 1820 Succession Sale of the Community Property 
Between Jean Jacques Haydel, Sr., and the Late Madame Marie Madeline Bozonnier.” 
(Adapted from Hunter et al. 1991:9-4) 
A negro named Raphael of the Kiamba nation around 
sixty years old ………………………………….50P 
 
A negro named Lubin of the Mandique nation around 
fifty years old and afflicted with a hernia….….50P. 
 
A negro named Mars of the Kiamba nation around 
sixty years old…………………………………...50P. 
 
A negro named Augustin of the Kiamba nation 
around fifty years old, a good negro of 
habitation………………………………………400P. 
 
A griffon named Francois, creole, fifty years, a bit of 
a cooper and skilled in the work of the 
habitation…….……….………………………..900P. 
 
A negro named Alexandre of the Bambura nation 
about thirty years old, in the state of depression for a 
long time ………………..………………………50P. 
 
A negro named Antoine, creole, about twenty years 
old, good carter, laborer and skilled in the care of 
animals ……………………………….………1600P. 
 
A negro named Hilaire, creole, nineteen years old, 
good carter, laborer and very skilled in the care of 
animals…………….………………………….1600P. 
 
A negro named Entienne, creole, nineteen years old,  
good carter, laborer, and skilled in the care of 
animals…..……………………………………1700P. 
 
A negro named Azor, creole, nineteen years old, 
good carter, laborer, and very skilled in the care of 
animals…..……………………………………1700P. 
 
A negro named Joseph, creole, twenty years old, 
good carter, laborer and very skilled in the care of 
animals……………………………....1700P. 
 
A negro named Robine, American creole, eighteen 
years old, good carter, laborer and skilled in the care 
of animals...………...1600P. 
 
A negro named Dick, American creole, about 
twenty-five years old, a good carter and stuffer and 
very skilled in the care of animals…1600P. 
 
A negro named Jean Pierre, creole, twenty –two 
A negreese named Reguine, American creole, around 
eighteen years old, a good negreese of the 
habitation………………………………1100P. 
 
A negreese named Catherine, creole, sixteen years 
old, a good negreese of the habitation …….1100P. 
 
A negro named Julien, creole, sixteen years old, a 
good negro of habitation ……………………1200P. 
 
A negro named Rene, creole, thirteen years old, very 
skilled in the care of animals ………………1200P. 
 
A negreese named Claire, creole, twenty years old, 
domestic seamstress with her child named Ursin, 
seven years old………………………………1600P. 
 
A negro named Sam of the Sozo nation, around sixty 
years old, blind with his wife named Margurite, 
creole, seventy years old, valued in the inventory but 
not sold due to their age, but by consent of the heirs, 
allowed free to live with said heirs of their choice. 
 
A negreese named Maire Joseph, creole, fifty years 
old, cook, with her daughter named Eleonore, creole, 
nine years old, and who by error and in the 
supposition that she was more than ten was estimated 
separately in the inventory, valued together at 1500P. 
 
A negreese named Marie, creole, forty-three years 
old, a bit of a cook…………………………...800P. 
 
A negrite named Pauline, ten years old…….1155P. 
 
A negro named Honore, around thiry years old, of 
the Congo nation, good negro of the habitation, but 
having had a hernia sold with risk to the purchasing 
party…………………………………………..1205P. 
 
A negreese named Agathe, creole, around forty-three 
years old with three children named Jean and Jeanne 
– twins, four years old, and Clemence, eighteen 
months old……………………………………2155P. 
 
A negreese name Rosette, creolle, around forty years 
old, good negreese of the habitation …………..905P. 
 
A negreese named Rose, creole, around fourteen 
years old, domestic………………………1605P. 
 
A negreese named Flore, creole form St. Dominque, 
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Table 1 Continued 
years old, good carter and very skilled in the care of 
animals………………………………1600P. 
 
A negreese named Francoise, creole, twelve years old 
………………………………………………….965P 
 
A negro named Honore, around thirty years old, of 
the Congo nation, good negro of the habitation, but 
having had a hernia sold with risk to the purchasing 
party…………………………………………..1205P. 
 
A negreese named Agathe, creole, around forty-three 
years old with three children named Jean and Jeanne 
– twins, four years old, and Clemence, eighteen 
months old……………………………………2155P. 
 
A negreese name Rosette, creolle, around forty years 
old, good negreese of the habitation …………..905P. 
 
A negreese named Rose, creole, around fourteen 
years old, domestic……………………………1605P. 
 
A negreese named Francoise, creole, twelve years old 
………………………………………………….965P. 
 
A negreese named Eugine, creole, around twenty-
four years old with her children named Basile, four 
years old, and Syphorien, one year old ……1730P. 
 
A negreese named Sila, American creole, around 
forty years old, with her children named Toussaint, 
two years old, and Moliere six months old…..1305P. 
 
A negro named Bernard of the Kaimba nation, 
around fifty years old, having had in other times 
moments of [illegible]………………………..210P. 
 
A negro named Alexis of the Bambura nation, around 
fifty-five years old, somewhat of a sugar maker 
(sucrier)……………………………………….300P. 
 
A negro named Henry, creole from Jamaica, around 
fifty years old……………………………….1000P. 
around sixty years old………………………….360P. 
A negreese named Sophie of the Congo nation, about 
thirty years old, good negreese of habitation…..625P. 
 
A negro named Barnabe of the Bambura nation, 
around thirty years old, somewhat of a sugar 
maker………………………………………….1850P. 
 
A negro named Manuel, creole, around twenty three 
years old, a thief and a runaway (maronneur)…600P. 
A negro named Lucas of the Sozo nation, around 
thirty five years old, a good negro of the 
habitation……………………………………1450P. 
 
A negro named Michel, of the Congo nation, around 
thrity years old, a good negro of the 
habitation……………………………………..2015P. 
 
A negro named Valere of the congo nation, around 
twenty-five years old, a carter, stuffer, and good 
negro of the habitation………………………..2015P. 
 
A negro named Achille of the Mandique nation, 
around twenty-two years old, carter, laborer and good 
negro of the habitation………………………1780P. 
 
A negro named Philipe of the Timin [?] nation, about 
thirty years old, a bit of a carpenter, good negro of 
the habitation………………………………….1700P. 
 
A negro named Isidore of the Congo nation, around 
twenty years old, somewhat of a carpenter, good 
negro of habitation, suggering with scurby…….800P. 
 
A negro named Gabriel of the Congo nation, around 
twenty-five years old, good negro of the 
habitation……………………………………….915P. 
 
A negro named Baptiste, creole, fifteen years old, 




Baptist Parish 1853, Hunter et al. 1991).  Although it is unclear when Marcellin acquired the 
entirety of this part of the plantation, it is clear when he died that he was the principle landholder 
of the Whitney compound.  Upon his death in November 1839, a record in the burial registers 
attached to Marcellin’s will recorded: 
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The year one thousand eight hundred thirty-nine and the seventeenth day of the 
month of November, was inhumed, by us the undersigned, the body of jean 
francois [sic] and Marcellin Haydel, born the third of may [sic] seventeen hundred 
eight-eight, married to Azelie Haydel, and legitimate son of deceased jean 
Jacques [sic] Haydel, and deceased Marie Magdeliene Boznnier, his father and 
mother, died yesterday at nine thirty at night, and interred this afternoon at the 
cemetery of this church in the presences of Messr. Pierre [sic] Bossie, Pierre [sic] 
Aime Becnel, Armand Gravois, Clidlament Becnel, Nicolas Keller, and several 
others, all of this parish, some of whom signed with me [St. John the Baptist 
Parish 1839; quoted in Hunter et al. 1991:9-15].   
 
The will left all possessions to his wife, Azelie Haydel.  The two never had children, but 
Marcellin left 3000 piasters to Alphonse Becnel, who was raised by Azelie and Marcellin.  Five 
godchildren inherited smaller sums of money.   
Azelie continued the successful operation of Whitney plantation after Marcellin’s death.  
The 1840 census lists the Widow Marcellin Haydel as head of household.  In addition two free 
white males, and four free white females lived on the property.  There were 48 slaves, 27 males, 
and 21 females (US Population Census 1840).  The 1850 Census listed the Widow Marcellin 
Haydel as head of household, at an age of 53.  Carmelite Haydel, Azelie’s sister, and Ursin 
Weber were also listed as living at the plantation along with their children.  Ursin Weber was the 
plantation Overseer.  Additionally, Victor Haydel, Azelie’s brother, lived on the plantation 
(Marmillion 1983:29; US Population Census 1850; Hunter et al. 1991:9-16).  The cash value of 
the plantation was around $33,000 and the farming equipment was valued at $20,000.  Livestock 
was estimated to be worth around $6,700.  The plantation was very successful, producing a large 
amount of Indian corn, 10,000 pounds of rice and 308 hogsheads of sugar.  This production 
capacity was obviously made possible by the 96 slaves, including 59 males and 37 females.  
(Champomeir 1850; US Agricultural Census 1850). 
In 1860, the widow Marcellin Haydel, age 64, was listed in the census.  “A. Bechnel” 
most likely Alphonse Bechnel, the child Azelie and Marcellin Haydel raised was the Overseer.  
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He was twenty-five and accompanied by his wife, Martha Bechnel.  The plantation was worth an 
estimated $60,000 (US Agricultural Census 1860).  That year the plantation produced 5,500 
bushels of Indian corn, 75 bushels of beans, 15 pounds of wool, 100 bushels of sweet potatoes, 
75 hogsheads of sugar, and 14,000 gallons of molasses (US Agricultural Census 1860).  Ninety-
five slaves, 72 males and 23 females, worked the plantation  (US Slave Census 1860).   
Most Civil War period records for St. John the Baptist Parish were lost or destroyed.  The 
dates surrounding Azelie Haydel’s death are unclear due to this lack of records.  However, the 
journal for St. John the Baptist Parish indicates that on October 5th 1861 the following occurred:  
Whereas Alphonse Bechnel, residing in the Parish of St. John the Baptist, dative 
testamentary executer of the late Azelie Haydel, widow of Marcellin Haydel, has 
filed in this court on the 5th day of October, a second provisional account of his 
administration and executorship of the said succession praying for the 
homologation of the same; Public notice is hereby given to all  . . . named heirs . . 
.to show cause if any they have by writing to the clerk of this Court, within thirty 
day from the date a and first publication hereof, why said provisional account 
should not be approved and homologated and petitioner authorized to pay the 
debts, legacies, and distribute the balanced conformity to said account. 
 
Obviously by this time Azelie had died.  In 1866, Alphonse Bechnel appeared before the courts 
as the executor of the estate, for a sale of the plantation to George Johnson of the Braddish 
Johnson Company of Long Island, New York.  Alphonse Bechnel declared: 
for sale at public auction in this parish of St. John the Baptist on the premises, all 
the moveables and immovable property belonging to the succession of said Azelie 
Haydel, deceased Widow of the late Marcelin Haydel, and that at the said sale Mr. 
George W. Johnson, residing in the city of New York, has become the purchaser 
of the landed property and appurtenances hereinafter described as the last & 
highest bidder for the same, for the price and sum of eleven two hundred dollars 
(St. John the Baptist Parish 1866 in Hunter et al.  9-18). 
 
Little is known about George Johnson, but it is presumed that he came from New York to take 
advantage of the low property values.  It should be emphasized that in 1860 the plantation 
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property alone was valued at $60,000; the plantation and all associated property was sold to 
George Johnson for $11,200 (Hunter et al. 1991).   
 Johnson maintained the plantation for just over a decade.  The name Whitney Plantation 
came from Johnson, he named the plantation Whitney after his grandson (Hunter et al. 1991:9-
20).  The plantation produced an average of 143 hogsheads of sugar during Johnson’s ownership 
(Bouchereau 1869-1879).  By 1880, the plantation was again thriving, producing 720 hogsheads 
of sugar, 30,000 gallons of molasses, 15,000 bushels of corn, 900 cords of wood, and 300 tons of 
hay.  The value of the 1879 agricultural production was close to $81,000 (US Agricultural 
Census 1880).  In May of 1880, the plantation was sold to Edward St. Martin and Theophile 
Perret (St. John the Baptist Parish 1880).  Theophile Perret lived at Whitney at this time (US 
Census 1880). 
 The 1890 Census burned in Washington, and there is no agricultural schedule for the 
1900 census.  As a result, there is little information about Whitney plantation during this time.  
The 1900 census lists only the population.  Theophile Perret, his wife, and their unmarried 
daughter lived on the plantation with a variety of other relatives.  Sugar was no longer produced; 
rice had become the principal commercial crop (Bouchereau 1908-1917).  George Tassin, 
Perret’s son-in law, was the plantation’s overseer, and his wife operated the plantation store (US 
Population Census 1900).  Theophile Perret died on February 18, 1909.  The property was 
divided between his wife and daughter (Hunter et al. 9-26).  The property continued to be 
operated by the family until 1946, when it was sold to Alfred M Barnes of New Orleans (Hunter 
et al. 9-30).  The Barnes family owned the plantation until April 1990 when they sold the 
plantation to the Formosa Chemical Corporation of Taiwan (Hunter et al. 9-35).  John J. 
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Cummings III bought the upper habitation of Whitney Plantation from Formosa with the 
intention of restoring the plantation to its original appearance and of opening it up to the public.   
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Chapter 4 – Mucking Next to the Mississippi: Methodology 
During the summer of 2002, two field schools, one from the University of California at 
Berkeley and one from Louisiana State University excavated around the kitchen and overseer’s 
house at Whitney Plantation in order to collect a sample of the material culture associated with 
the occupants.  The students were divided into groups throughout the field season, working at the 
(1) kitchen, (2) overseer’s house, (3) an old sugar cane field named Locus A, and (4) the 
archaeology lab at Louisiana State University.  As a graduate student working with Dr. Paul 
Farnsworth and Dr. Laurie Wilkie, I led the supervision and instruction of students while they 
worked at the kitchen and the overseer’s house.  Upon completion of the field school, I continued 
the excavation of Locus A and instructed work-study students in the lab who helped me wash 
and catalogue artifacts.   
Why Not Excavate the Main House? 
 I did not excavate around the main house for two reasons.  First, as seen in figures 1 and 
12, the main house is close in proximity to the kitchen.  Given that the kitchen would be the 
primary place for the preparation of food and washing of dishes I felt that this area would have a 
great representation of the material culture associated with the occupants.  Moreover, testing 
done by Coastal Environments indicated that there were no middens around the main house.  
Therefore, I felt that the kitchen was the better place to excavate.  Second, when I first visited 
Whitney Plantation in spring of 2002 there was construction and restoration occurring around the 
main house.  Around the main house were multiple pallets of brick, lumber, and piping.  Mr. 
Cummings informed me that this construction and storage of construction materials would 
continue for an indefinite amount of time.  These materials would remain house around this area, 
and would hinder the position of any excavation units. 
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The Kitchen  
The kitchen (locus building 2) present today at Whitney plantation is not the first 
plantation kitchen.  Based upon photographs and sketches of the original kitchen, the building 
was rebuilt with the same dimensions, and a similar construction type, as the original 
(http://habs.lsu.edu).  However, the current chimney is larger at the base than the one found in 
older photographs of the plantation (Edwards 1991).  The kitchen is in the same location as the 
original, close to the main house, although the front of the building is oriented more to the 
southwest than it was initially.  Coastal Environments, Inc. undertook archaeological 
investigations at this locus in 1991.  A small, .5 x .5 meter shovel test “was excavated in the dirt 
floor of the so-called ‘kitchen’” (Hunter et al. 1991:9-54).  Materials found, including faunal 
remains, ceramics, and container glass, led the archaeological team to conclude that this building 
was a kitchen.  However, no additional testing was conducted in the area. 
 As in many plantation settlements, the kitchen was detached from the main house for two 
reasons.  First, the heat from the kitchen would have warmed the whole house, something that 
the people of Louisiana tried to avoid.  Second, there was always the fear of the kitchen catching 
fire.  Keeping the kitchen separate from the rest of the house would avoid any damage to the 
main house.   
The detached kitchen provided a unique space where enslaved people worked with 
limited interaction with their plantation owners.  Several times during the day, the staff would 
cook and carry meals over to the main house for the plantation owners to eat and later, once the 
meals were consumed, the slaves would return the dirty dishes and linens to the kitchen to be 
cleaned.  Thus, the kitchen slaves directly interacted with the food of their plantation owners, 
which often was distinctly different from what they themselves were eating.  Due to this 
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interaction between household staff and owners, domestic workers were often thought of in a 
higher regard than field hands.  Although women made up roughly half of the field hand 
population, it is often thought of as a force of enslaved men.  On the other hand, the kitchen was 
dominated by women and thus provides a landscape where the interaction is among women.  
Moreover, the archaeological assemblage should represent that of the planter family’s household 
materials.  Accordingly, the combination of the lives of female slaves, and the planter family’s 
life make the kitchen a valuable area to study. 
 To understand this area of the plantation, systematic sampling was conducted around the 
kitchen.  The reconstruction of the kitchen disturbed areas to the front and sides of the kitchen; as 
a result, excavation units were placed behind the building.  A 7 x 7 m grid was laid out which 
extended the entire length of the back of the kitchen, half a meter away from the rear wall of the 
kitchen (See Figure 12).  The units were placed to establish first, what the artifact distribution 
was across the back of the building, and second, to examine artifact density away from the 
building.  Four 1 x 1 m units were excavated along the rear wall of the kitchen every other meter 
on the 7 x 7 m grid.  Three 1 x 1 m units were excavated every other meter from the middle of 
the rear wall of the kitchen to a point five meters away.  After excavation was completed, one 
more 1 x 1 m unit (Unit 2) was opened, between Units 1 and 3, in order to provide a better view 
of the stratigraphy across the back of the kitchen. 
The Overseer’s House 
The overseer’s house (locus-building 23) “is said to be one of the earlier structures on the 
plantation.  The building is dated between 1820 and 1860 by Sid Gray” (Edwards 1991:19).  
However, based upon further architectural analysis, I believe the overseer’s house may predate 
the main house.  The framing indicates that the house was moved and rebuilt in this location.   
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Figure 12 – Kitchen Map 
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Coastal Environments, Inc., (Hunter et al. 1991) excavated randomly placed shovel tests around 
the overseer’s house.  According to the report, “no artifacts, midden, or archaeological features 
were encountered in these locals” (Hunter et al. 1991:9-38).  However, the closest these 
excavations occurred to the overseer’s house was about ten meters.  It seemed logical that there 
would be evidence of material culture closer to this house, especially since surface collections 
completed by Dr. Laurie A. Wilkie, around the house produced a variety of artifacts including, 
creamwares, pearlwares, whitewares, and container glass (Wilkie, 2001: personal 
communication). 
Around the overseer’s house, nine 1 x 1 m units were excavated in order to collect a 
sample of the material culture associated with the occupants (See Figure 13).  The units were 
placed approximately a meter away from the house to determine the distribution of these 
artifacts. 
Excavations 
 All units were excavated in arbitrary 10cm levels using trowels, picks and shovels.  The 
excavated matrix was screened through a quarter inch mesh.  Due to budgetary and time 
constraints, no samples were screened through a fine mesh, and no samples were floated.  During 
excavations, coal and Rangia shell were not collected.  There was an overabundance of these 
artifacts, especially at the kitchen, and I determined that the coal was for the kitchen fire and the 
Rangia for a pathway behind the kitchen.  When found, they were noted on the site forms and 
discarded on the site.  If the Rangia shell was collected inadvertently, it was processed in the lab.  
All other artifacts, including brick, were collected, if, as previously mentioned, they did not fall 











Generally the stratigraphy at the site was mixed.  The top 0-10 cm consisted mostly of 
root debris and current construction materials.  Below this level was a more concentrated 
midden.  However, no cultural or natural strata were distinguishable within the midden.  The 
midden did not seem to have any continuities across the site, other than it occurred anywhere 
from 5-20 cm below surface and continued until 25-70 cm below surface.  As will be discussed 
further, this cultural level was mixed and variable, with everything from plastic to pearlware 
having been combined.  After excavation of this rich cultural matrix, the soil below was sterile.   
Laboratory Methods and Analysis 
Upon completion of excavations, all artifacts were transferred to the archaeology lab in 
the Department of Geography and Anthropology at Louisiana State University.  All artifacts 
were washed using a toothbrush, if it was felt that such actions would not destroy the artifacts.  
When the specimens were too friable, they were dry brushed, or in some cases, left alone. If the 
specimens were large enough, they were labeled according to Louisiana State guidelines.  All 
other cataloguing and curation techniques were executed according to State of Louisiana, 
Division of Archaeology guidelines. After completion of this process, further analysis of specific 
categories, including, ceramics, glass, metal, faunal, and ‘other household artifacts,’ was 
completed. 
 More specifically, for ceramics I recorded the ware (such as pearl, cream, white, 
ironstone), decoration (painted, transfer printed), form (bowl, flat, hollow, plate), rim/base 
diameter, and alterations to each sherd.  I developed this information following course 
instruction and Sutton and Arkush (2002).  Following this process, I cross-mended the ceramics 
between all levels and units of each locus.  This mending allowed for the completion of 
minimum vessel counts.  From this process, I tried to complete a mean ceramic date and price 
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index, but to no avail.  As Miller (2000:89) suggests, developing a consumer choice index for 
lumped assemblages representing over 20 years is a “meaningless exercise.”  Similarly, South’s 
(1979) mean ceramic date was not attainable.  The high number of ironstone and white wares 
continuously skewed the mean ceramic date.  As a result, I discuss the general trends and 
attributes of the ceramics and what they might suggest, as recommended by Miller (2000) and 
South (1979).  I took measurements of pipe stems and bowls according to Bradley (2000).  Due 
to the more even and widespread distribution of ceramics, I used ceramics as a dating technique 
rather than the pipe stems, which were scarce. 
 For the faunal remains, I identified the specimen to the lowest possible taxonomic 
category.  Sheep and Goat were not discriminated into separate categories; therefore, these bones 
were catalogued as Ovis/Capra or sheep/goat.  The phrase “unidentifiable large mammals” refers 
to all livestock sized animals, whereas “unidentifiable mammals” refers to mammals that 
appeared to be dog sized or smaller.  When I could not classify a specimen to one of these levels, 
the specimen was noted as “unidentifiable vertebrata,” or “unidentifiable tetrapod” (this last 
noting that it at least did not include any fish).  Elements, their side, and location (proximal, 
distal) were recorded when possible.  I only noted age of animals when there was an unfused 
epiphysis or epiphseal lines were still present.  Butchering techniques (saw, hack, and knife 
marks) and several abiotic and taphonomic influences (root etching, rust, gnaw marks, burning, 
and trowel or shovel marks) were noted.  Measurements of identifiable specimens were taken 
according to von den Dreish (1997).  Finally, the count and weight of every entry (except for 
unidentifiable vertebrata) was recorded.  The weights were summed during analysis.  When 
identifying the remains, I analyzed them by unit and level.  After basic identification, the data 
were combined for the kitchen and the overseer’s house so that each locus was treated as a single 
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analytical unit.  Following this process, I calculated NISP, MNI, Biomass, and the respective 
percentages according to Reitz and Wing (1990). 
Glass analysis noted manufactures’ marks, color, embossing, closure, form, finish, and 
patina.  I cross-mended the container glass, which allowed for the completion of a minimum 
vessel count.  Since the glass was so fragmented, I have little information about the dates of the 
vessels, except some date ranges provided for closures and glass color.  My primary references 
included but were not limited to Toulose’s (1972) Bottle Maker’s and their Marks, The Parks 
Canada Glass Glossary (Jones and Sullivan 1989), and various collectors’ books, as well as 
several articles found in Historical Archaeology. 
Metal preservation at the site is poor, yielding mostly unidentifiable corroded objects.  
Nail form, that is, cut, wire, forged was recorded, as well as length; however, nails were not used 
to supplement any dating techniques due to the poor preservation.  This information was 
compiled using Wells (2000) and Sutton and Arjush (2002).  Other, more impressive pieces of 
metal, inclduing coins, buttons, and bullet shells, were evaluated according to their use, and 
relation to the rest of the associated assemblage (Sutton and Arjush 2002; Light 2000). 
 I washed all brick.  Although this process was a formidable time expenditure, I felt it was 
absolutely necessary because of the possibility that ceramic redwares could be misidentified as 
brick.  After washing the brick, it was counted and weighed.  Asbestos wall siding, plastic 
sheeting, roofing shingles, and tarpaper was cleaned, counted, and weighed. 
Finally, the all-inclusive category of ‘other household/workplace artifacts’ lumps all 
other artifacts that generally do not fit under the previously mentioned artifacts.  Form, count, 
weight, and measurements were taken of these artifacts.  My further analysis of these artifacts 
included comments necessary to fully describe these artifacts.  Reference guides included but 
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were not limited to De Cunzo and Herman’s Historical Archaeology and the Study of American 
Culture (1996); Noël Hume’s A Guide to Artifacts of Colonial America (1969); Deetz’s In Small 
Things Forgotten (1997b); Brauner's Approaches to Material Culture Research for Historical 
Archaeologists (2000); Karklin’s Studies in Material Culture Research (2000); Jones and 
Sullivan’s The Parks Canada Glass Glossary for the Description of Containers, Tableware, Flat 
Glass and Closures (1989); and a variety of Sears and Montgomery Ward catalogues. 
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Chapter 5 – Discard Turned Treasure: Results  
General Site Stratigraphy 
 Stratigraphy at both the kitchen and the overseer’s house was fairly uniform.  Most units 
had an A Horizon that was comprised of roots and other topsoil flora, recent construction 
material, including wallboard, and current trash including plastic, styrofoam, tin foil, and 
cigarette butts.  There was no distinguishable stratigraphy within the occupation layers.  The 
entire layer comprised of ‘artifacts’ was lumped into one single matrix.  This matrix was often 
disturbed by bioturbation, including roots and animal burrows.   Below the occupational level, 
the soil was sterile.  The sterile C Horizon consisted of a reddish brown silty-clay in the Munsell 
10YR range.  Due to the high heat during this point in the summer the units dried quickly, but 
were also subject to intense rain at the end of most days.  Weather combined with inexperienced 
excavators promoted a wide range of colors in the Munsell 10YR range noted for most units.  
Once sterile, units were augured in the center and at least the northeast corner to check for any 
other artifacts. 
Brick and Other Household Construction 
At the kitchen, brick accounted for 21,721 of the artifacts and weighed 134 kilograms.  
Unit 11, level one had 248 pieces (1358 grams) of cinder block, most likely the result of recent 
construction in the area, and probably represents only one cinderblock.  Concrete and mortar 
occurred in all units with 18 fragments of the former (783 grams) and 3915 artifacts (134 
kilograms) of the latter.  One hundred forty-one pieces of asbestos wallboard were found, mostly 
in the upper two levels of the excavation, probably associated with a rebuilding episode of the 
kitchen. 
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 At the overseer’s house, brick accounted for 3,593 of the artifacts and weighed 29.66 
kilograms.  Concrete and mortar total accounted for 269 artifacts with a total weight of 781 
grams. The overseer’s house had a higher concentration of asbestos wallboard than the kitchen, 
1573 pieces weighing 7922 grams.  According to Mr. Cummings, the work crew had recently 
removed a layer of asbestos siding from the overseer’s house to expose the bare wood for the 
restoration of the house; most of the wallboard was found in the first and second levels.  
 The greater amount of brick at the kitchen is probably the result of several rebuilding 
episodes, and the recent construction of the kitchen chimney.   
Metal 
The metal discussed in this section is metal related to hardware or machinery, not metal 
for personal adornment, including buttons, barrettes, buckles or grommets, as well as coins and 
cartridge cases.  Metal preservation of iron-based artifacts at the kitchen was poor, yielding a 
large body of corroded artifacts.  Regarding nails, if the nail type, in this case cut or wire (no 
forged nails were identified) was attainable, little to no other information regarding dating was 
attainable.  Corrosion prohibited identification of such diagnostic features. 
A variety of artifacts were found which would have been associated with the continuous 
repair and reconstruction of both the kitchen and overseer’s house.  Tacks, bolts, washers, nuts, 
and spikes were all identified.  Additionally, hinges, hinge straps, a spring, and window screen 
were identified with the repair or replacement of windows and doors.  Chicken wire, possibly 
associated with the nearby chicken coup, was also recovered.  Strap metal, which may have been 
used in the roof or wall, was also recovered.  It does not appear that this strap metal would have 
been part of a machine. Several can fragments and one fishing hook were recovered. 
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At the kitchen, the largest percentage of artifacts was nails and nail fragments, which 
accounted for 69.6 % (n = 4937) of the total metal artifacts and 65.7 % (wt = 15320.99 grams) of 
the total weight.  Unidentifiable nail fragments comprised the greatest percentage of the nail 
category (76.0% of total number, 56.5% total weight), followed by cut nails (19.4%, 34.7%), 
wire nails (4.4%, 8.7%), and nail heads (.2%, <0%). 
Similar to the kitchen the overseer’s house had a variety of artifacts that would have been 
used for upkeep and reconstruction of the house, including an adze, chain, a handle, hinges, wire 
screen mesh, bolts, and a variety of nails.  Additionally, several metal rings typically used on the 
ends of mosquito nets were found.  The largest percentage of artifacts were nails and nail 
fragments, accounting for 80% (n = 1544) of the total artifacts and 56.4 (n = 5194.93 g) of the 
total weight (See Table 2).  Unidentifiable nail fragments comprised the greatest percentage of 
the nail category (76.0% of total number, 57.6% total weight), followed by cut nails (14%, 33%), 
wire nails (5.1%, 5.4%), and nail heads (.1%, <0%). 
Table 2 – Breakdown of Metal Type 
Breakdown of Metal Type By Count and Weight 
 Kitchen # Kitchen Wt (g) Overseer’s House # Overseer’s House Wt
Adze 0 0 1 391.8 
Aluminum can 0 0 1 4.21 
Barrette 1 1.75 0 0 
Bolt 0 0 1 188.6 
Bolt w/Washer 1 79.9 0 0 
Brass 26 20.08 0 0 
Buckle 1 1.5 0 0 
Bullet Casing 2 1.4 2 .9 
Button 1 1 0 0 
Can Fragments 2 17 0 0 
Cap 1 1.7 2 14.1 
Chain Link 0 0 3 355.9 
Chicken Wire 28 87.65 0 0 
Conglomerate 3 37.78 0 0 
Copper 2 4.3 0 0 
Cut Nail 958 5326.44 221 1709.8 
Fishing Hook 1 3.3 0 0 
Foil 17 1.34 4 1 
Fuse Top 1 5.3 0 0 
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Table 2 Continued 
Breakdown of Metal Type By Count and Weight 
 Kitchen # Kitchen Wt (g) Overseer’s House # Overseer’s House Wt
Handle 7 52 1 5.7 
Hinge/Hinge Fragments 4 358.2 6 484.7 
Hinge strap 2 169.7 0 0 
Hook 1 8.8 0 0 
Jack 0 0 1 5.2 
Lead – UID 1 100.1 0 0 
Mesh 1 0.2 3 1.6 
Nail Heads 10 14 2 3.2 
Nuts & Bolts 1 15.2 1 36.5 
Pencil Lead 1 0.92 1 1.5 
Perforated Disk 0 0 2 2.9 
Rings Total 9 3.45 2 57.3 
Rod 0 0 1 69 
Screw 0 0 2 6.6 
Spike 6 705.77 3 354.2 
Spool 0 0 1 1.7 
Spring 1 3.2 0 0 
Strap 4 306.08 1 4.2 
Tacks 2 0.94 2 3.8 
UID 12 22.98 0 0 
UID Nail Fragments 3756 8669.66 66 203.73 
UID Scrap 2009 5978.9 314 1702 
Washer 1 1.2 2 2.1 
Wire 0 0 10 51.4 
Wire Nail 218 1327.79 80 281.6 
Zinc UID 1 2.6 0 0 
Grand Total 7092 23331.13 1931 9212.06 
 
Shell 
 Shell is not included in the general faunal category because most was not considered 
foodstuff.  Rangia shell was supposed to be discarded at the site.  Based on thin lens that was 
present at the base of the topsoil layer, I determined that the Rangia shell was used for a ground 
fill or sidewalk paving.  Rangia was not used for food at this point in history.  If the Rangia was 
inadvertently collected, it was processed but does not represent a significant part of the shell 
assemblage.  The rest of the shell is comprised of oyster.  Oyster may have also been used as 
some sort of fill or sidewalk paving; however, oyster could also have been eaten. Therefore, I 
collected all non-Rangia shell to identify it in the lab. At the kitchen, 1,347 pieces of oyster were 
recovered with a weight of 12 kilograms, whereas at the overseer’s house, 180 pieces were 
recovered with a weight of 1.2 kilograms. 
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Faunal 
 Total mammal weight for the kitchen was 2,374 grams (Table 4).  Of this, 66.59% was 
cow (Bos taurus), 7.37 % pig (Sus scrofa), and 5.69 % sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra).  Also present 
were small amounts of mouse/rat, deer, raccoon, and rabbit.  Unidentifiable large mammals and 
other mammals account for 21.06 % of the total weight.  The minimum number of individuals 
recorded was eleven, 18% of which were cow, 9.09 % deer, 27.27% deer, 9.09% raccoon, 18.80 
% pig, and 9.09 % rabbit.  The biomass of the animals was similarly distributed.  Cow accounted 
for 19.64 kg (60.82%) of the sample.  Sheep/goat and pig accounted for 6.73% and 8.51 % of the 
sample respectively.  Unidentifiable large mammals and other mammal remains represented 
23.43% of the assemblage.  All other mammals represented less than one percent of the sample.   
Butchery was not seen on any of the mouse/rat, raccoon, or rabbit specimens.  Cow 
specimens showed all possible combinations of butchery marks (Table 5).  Pig had all butchery 
marks, except for the combination of both sawing and hacking.  Sheep/Goat had saw, knife, and 
hack and knife marks.  The single deer specimen had hack marks.  Unidentifiable large mammals 
and unidentified mammal remains had all combinations of butchery. 
Total bird (Aves) weight was 392.5 grams (Table 4).  Identifiable bird specimens were 
pigeon and chicken.  Domestic pigeon accounted for 2.42% of the specimen weight, 45.20 % 
was chicken, and 52.32 % was unidentifiable.  The minimum number of individuals of pigeon 
was three (60 % of the assemblage), and chicken was two (40% of the sample).  The biomass of 
the sample was 16.67g pigeon, 234.19g chicken, and 267.53g unidentifiable birds.  Knife marks 
were present on five unidentifiable bird specimens and one chicken.  One unidentifiable bird 
specimen had both a hack and knife mark. 
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 One piece of turtle, (Emydidae sp.), was recovered.  It weighed .8 grams, and had a 
biomass of 27.23 grams.  No butchering was observed. 
 Total weight for the Osteichthyes was 2.8 grams.  Three fish genera, freshwater catfish 
(Icturidae), gar (Lepisosteus), and drum (Sciaenidae), were recovered.  There was a minimum of 
one individual for each species recovered.  Freshwater catfish represented 57.14% of the total 
weight; gar, 7.14%; drum, 17.86%; and unidentifiable Osteichthyes, 17.86%. The biomass 
weights for the catfish, gar, drum, and unidentifiable Osteichthyes were 31.18 g, 8.47 g, 23.29 g, 
and 25.64 g respectively.  No butchery was recognized on any of the fish specimens. 
 Unidentifiable vertebrata and unidentifiable tetrapod accounted for 12.8 and 1.1 grams of 
sample respectively. 
Total mammal weight for the overseer’s house was 392.5 g (Table 4).  Of this weight, 
5.76 % was cow, 4.66 % sheep/goat, .87 % raccoon, 29.04 % pig, and .15 % rabbit.  Fifty-nine 
percent of the sample was unidentifiable large mammal and unidentifiable mammal.  The 
minimum number of individuals was seven.  Raccoon and pig had two individuals, representing 
28.57 % of the sample each.  Cow, sheep/goat, and rabbit each had one individual, representing 
13.29 % of the sample each.  Biomass numbers were relatively small, with pig accounting for 
28.56 %, cow 6.66%, sheep/goat 5.51 %, and raccoon 1.21 %.  Rabbit accounted for less than 1 
% of the sample. Unidentifiable large mammal and unidentifiable mammal accounted for 3.78 
kg, or 57.18 %, of the sample.   
Butchering was noted on all specimens except for the rabbit (Table 5).  Cow specimens 
had saw, hack, saw and knife marks, and hack and knife marks.  Sheep/and Goat had hack 
marks, and a combination of hack and knife marks.  Pig had saw, hack, and hack and knife 
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marks.  One raccoon specimen had hack marks.  Unidentifiable large mammal and unidentifiable 
mammal had saw, hack, knife, and hack and knife marks. 
 At the overseer’s house, the only identifiable bird was chicken, weighing 1.8 grams (38.3 
%; Table 4).  There was one individual, weighing 2.9 grams; 61.7% of the sample were 
unidentifiable.  Again, biomass values were small, with chicken accounting for 160.43 grams, 
and unidentifiable aves, 258.46 grams. Two chicken specimens had hack marks.  The 
unidentifiable aves showed no signs of butchery. 
 There were no fish or turtle recovered at the overseer’s house.  Unidentifiable vertebrae 
weighed .2 grams. 
Ceramics 
 At the kitchen, a total of 1678 sherds was recovered, whereas at the overseer’s house 740 
sherds were recovered.  Decorations of these sherds encompassed many types, including transfer 
printed, annular, banded, mocha, dendridic, and hand painted.    Table 3 shows the breakdown of 
the number of sherds by ware type and their percentages for both the kitchen and the overseer’s 
house.  Form, function, and decoration will be discussed further in the next chapter.
Table 3 – Ceramic Vessel Breakdown
Breakdown of Ceramic Vessels By Ware 
 Kitchen # Kitchen % Overseer’s House # Overseer’s House % 
Cream 246 14.66 41 5.54
Earthen 19 1.13 8 1.08
Faience 140 8.34 2 0.27
Ironstone 484 28.84 192 25.95
Pearl 351 20.92 67 9.05
Porcelain 33 1.97 23 3.11
Red 73 4.35 20 2.70
Stone 24 1.43 11 1.49
Tin enamel 39 2.32 5 0.68
Uid 14 0.83 1 0.14
White 196 11.68 359 48.51
Yellow 59 3.52 11 1.49
Grand Total  1678 100.00 740 100.00
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Table 4 – Species List 
Whitney Plantation (16SJB11): Species List    
Taxa Common Name NISP NISP % MNI # MNI % Wt, g Wt % Wt, kg Biomass, kg Biomass, g Biomass % 
Kitchen            
Bos taurus Cow 70 10.72 2 18.18 1557 65.59 1.5570 19.64 19636.30 60.82
Bovidae N/a 1 0.15 0 0.00 0.5 0.02 0.0005 0.01 14.10 0.04
Muridae Mouse/rat 1 0.15 1 1.00 0.7 0.03 0.0007 0.02 19.08 0.06
Odocoileus virginianis Deer 1 0.15 1 9.09 5.2 0.22 0.0052 0.12 115.99 0.36
Ovis/Capra Sheep/Goat 29 4.44 3 27.27 135 5.69 0.1350 2.17 2174.20 6.73
Procyon lotor Raccoon 1 0.15 1 9.09 0.4 0.02 0.0004 0.01 11.53 0.04
Sus scrofa Pig 39 5.97 2 18.80 175 7.37 0.1750 2.75 2746.21 8.51
Sylvilagus sp. Rabbit 1 0.15 1 9.09 0.2 0.01 0.0002 0.01 6.18 0.02
UID Large Mammalia  179 27.41 0 0.00 289 12.17 0.2890 4.31 4313.28 13.36
UID Mammalia  331 50.69 0 0.00 211 8.89 0.2110 3.25 3249.78 10.07
Total Mammalia  653 100.00 11 100.00 2374 100.00 2.3740 28.70 28703.35 100.00
Columba livia Domestic Pigeon 4 5.63 3 60.00 0.8 2.48 0.0008 0.02 16.67 3.21
Gallus gallus Chicken 11 15.49 2 40.00 14.6 45.20 0.0146 0.23 234.19 45.18
UID Aves  56 78.87 0 0.00 16.9 52.32 0.0169 0.27 267.53 51.61
Total Aves  71 100.00 5 100.00 32.3 100.00 0.0323 0.48 482.36 100.00
Emydidae Turtle 1 100.00 1 100.00 0.8 100.00 0.0008 0.03 27.23 100.00
Total Testudines  1 100.00 1 100.00 0.8 100.00 0.0008 0.03 27.23 100.00
Icturidae  Freshwater Catfish 4 57.14 1 33.33 1.6 57.14 0.0016 0.03 31.18 35.20
Lepisosteus  Gar 1 14.29 1 33.33 0.2 7.14 0.0002 0.01 8.47 9.56
Sciaenidae  Drum 1 14.29 1 33.33 0.5 17.86 0.0005 0.02 23.29 26.29
UID Osteichthyes  1 14.29 0 0.00 0.5 17.86 0.0005 0.03 25.64 28.95
Total Osteichthyes  7 100.00 3 100.00 2.8 100.00 0.0028 0.14 143.60 100.00
UID Tetrapod  1   1.1 0.0011   
UID Vertebrata      12.8 0.0128   
Overseer’s House            
Bos taurus Cow 19 5.52 1 14.29 22.6 5.76 0.0226 0.44 435.21 6.66
Ovis/Capra Sheep/Goat 2 0.58 1 14.29 18.3 4.66 0.0183 0.36 359.92 5.51
Procyon lotor Raccoon 3 0.87 2 28.57 3.4 0.87 0.0034 0.08 79.13 1.21
Sus scrofa Pig 18 5.23 2 28.57 114 29.04 0.1140 1.87 1867.30 28.56
Sylvilagus sp. Rabbit 1 0.29 1 14.29 0.6 0.15 0.0006 0.02 16.61 0.25
UID Large Mammalia  74 21.51 0 0.00 170 43.31 0.1700 2.68 2675.49 40.92
UID Mammalia  227 65.99 0 0.00 63.6 16.20 0.0636 1.10 1104.36 16.89
Total Mammalia  344 100.00 7 100.00 392.5 100.00 0.3925 5.68 5681.40 100.00
Gallus gallus Chicken 2 22.22 1 100.00 1.8 38.30 0.0018 0.16 160.43 38.30
UID Aves  7 77.78 0 0.00 2.9 61.70 0.0029 0.26 258.46 61.70
Total Aves  9 100.00 1 100.00 4.7 100.00 0.0047 0.42 418.89 100.00
UID Vertebrata      0.2 0.0002   
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Table 5 – Butchery and Abiotic/Biotic Taphonomic Processes 
Butchery and Abiotic/Biotic Taphonomic Processes  
Taxa Saw Hack Knife S & H S & K H & K No B RE T R B RE & T RE & R RE& GN R & T GN & T NO A/B
Kitchen                  
Bos taurus n =70 18 19 3 9 8 3 10 26 11 1 1 14 6 2 1 8
Bovidae       1         1
Columba livia       4         4
Emydidae sp.       1         1
Gallus gallus   1   10 1 1   2   7
Icturidae sp.       4         4
Lepisosteus sp.       1         1
Muridae       1         1
Odocoileus virginianis  1     1         
Ovis/Capra 1 1  3 24 8 2  2 1   16
Procyon Lotor       1     1    
Sciaenidae       1         1
Sus Scrofa 4 2 1 1 2 29 7   2 3 1 26
Sylvilagus       1         1
UID AVES   5  1 50 4 2       50
UID Large Mammalia 32 52 10 1 2 5 77 92 16 6 8 3 1  53
UID Mammalia 26 67 21 1 8 208 175 1 3 15 14 2 4  117
Overseer's House                  
Bos taurus 9 3  1 1 5 5   9    5
Gallus gallus  2              2
Ovis/Capra  1   1 1        1
Procyon lotor  1    2         3
Sus scrofa 7 2   2 7 5 2  3    8
Sylvilagus sp.       1         1
UID Aves       7         7
UID Large Mammalia 7 35 1  7 24 46 1 4 9 2  12
UID Mammalia 96 37   1 93 21 94 61 1    50
Saw = Saw cut marks 
Hack = Hack cut marks 
Knife = Knife cut marks 
S & H = Saw and Hack marks 
S & K = Saw and Knife marks 
H & K = Hack and Knife marks 
No B = No Butchery 
RE = Root Etching 
T = Trowel or shovel marks 
R = Rust Stains
B = Burnt 
RE & T = Root Etching and Trowel 
RE & R = Root etching and rust stains 
RE & GN = Root etching and animal gnaw marks 
R & T = Rust stains and trowel or shovel marks
GN & T = Animal gnaw marks and trowel marks 
No A/B = no root etching, trowel or shovel marks, 
rust  stains, burning , or gnaw marks 
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Glass 
 Glass at the site was fragmented.  There were a few bottles, which could be typed but the 
majority of the glass was comprised of flat glass and broken container glass (Table 6). At the 
kitchen, few of the shards of container glass could be accurately identified as any particular mold 
or make.  Based on the color, (Table 7), thickness, and air bubbles within the glass, I decided that 
the vessel opening and push-up base was from the same vessel, a hand blown dark olive wine 
bottle.  Similarly, at the overseer’s house a dark olive, hand blown French wine bottle (based on 
the impressed seal on the bottle) was found. 
Table 6 – Breakdown of Types of Glass
Breakdown of Types of Glass 
 Kitchen # Kitchen % Overseer’s House # Overseer’s House %
Bottle  368 18.91059 80 20.52 
Container  17 0.873587 13 3.33 
Decorative 10 0.513875 3 .77 
Drinking Vessel 33 1.695786 7 1.79 
Flat Glass  647 33.24769 66 16.92 
House Hold  9 0.462487 0 0 
Unidentified 862 44.29 221 56.67 
Grand Total 1946 100 390 100 
 
Table 7 – Breakdown of Glass by Color
Breakdown of Glass by Color 
 Kitchen # Kitchen % Overseer’s House # Overseer’s House %
Amethyst 51 2.62 22 5.64 
Aqua 144 7.40 19 4.87 
Black 1 .05 1 .26 
Blue 3 .15 0 0 
Blue/gray 1 .05 0 0 
Brown 71 3.65 9 2.31 
Clear 1154 59.25 237 60.77 
Clear/frosted  0 0 2 .52 
Cobalt blue  0 0 1 .26 
Dark aqua/green  8 .41 1 .26 
Dark Green 0 0 1 .26 
Dark Olive 86 4.41 27 6.93 
Green 13 .67 3 .77 
Light Blue 2 .10 1 .26 
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Table 7 Continued 
Breakdown of Glass by Color 
 Kitchen # Kitchen % Overseer’s House # Overseer’s House %
Light Brown 0 0 2 .52 
Light Green 0 0 1 .26 
Light Olive 214 .67 6 1.54 
Maroon 0 11.00 1 .26 
Olive 197 10.12 47 12.05 
Opaque 2 .10 5 1.28 
Rose 0 0 4 1.02 
Grand Total 1946 100 390 100 
 
Personal Adornment Items or Possessions 
 
 A variety of clay pipes were recovered at the site (Tables 8 and 9). They are mostly white 
clay pipes; however, there were a few stoneware pipes.  Similarly, buttons were ubiquitous, and 
had a fairly even distribution across the site.  A few toys were found, including a blue plastic 
miniature horse at the kitchen and a porcelain doll ear at the overseer’s house.   
Table 8 – Pipe Fragment Breakdown - Kitchen 
Pipe Fragment Breakdown – Kitchen 








Fragment 4 21.1 8.7 26.2 
Pipe Stem 
Fragment 15 78.9 24.5 73.8 
Grand Total 19 100 33.2 100 
 
Table 9 – Pipe Fragment Breakdown – Overseer’s House 
Pipe Fragment Breakdown – Overseer’s House 








Fragment 24 58.5 35.9 57.0 
Pipe Stem 
Fragment 15 36.6 21.7 34.4 
Pipe Stem and 
Bowl Fragments 2 4.9 5.4 8.57 
Grand Total 41 100 63 100 
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Chapter 6 – Discard Delineated, Deciphered, and Discussed 
 The results between the kitchen and the overseer’s house were very similar.  The 
assemblage size is different.  At the kitchen close to 40,000 artifacts were recovered versus the 
9,000 artifacts recovered at the overseer’s house  
As previously discussed in Chapter 4, information on a variety of ceramic attributes was 
taken.  From this, minimum vessel counts and comparisons between decoration and vessel types 
were made.  Mean ceramic dates were not completed.  After careful consideration of the criteria 
set forth by South (1977) on how to complete mean ceramic dates, and the variety of problems 
known in extrapolating this to late nineteenth century data sets, I decided these were not 
necessary.  Taken together, the ceramics demonstrate the long, continuous occupation of the 
plantation.  There are creamwares and pearlwares, which are considered earlier ceramics; 
however, there are also whitewares and ironstones, which appear in today’s markets.   Initially, 
my mean ceramic date, using South’s method, was much earlier than Azelie and Alphonse’s 
occupation of the house.  After discussion with Rob Mann, I tried to adjust the ironstone age to 
the last known occupation of the house, and then follow South’s method.  However, this process 
resulted in dates around 1940, meaning my dates were much later than what I assumed they 
would be.  Given the inability to separate the material stratigraphically, a mean ceramic date is 
not a useful measure.  Based on the fact that a majority of the decorated ceramics are 
mocha/annular wares or British whitewares, I believe that it could be said with fair certainty that 
the majority of the ceramics fell within the 1840-1870-time range.  This time encompasses the 
occupation of Azelie Haydel and also encompasses when the plantation was sold to George 
Johnson.   
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As seen in the Table 10, the minimum vessel count for the kitchen was 677.  Other 
researchers suggest vessel ware or ceramic type combined with certain types of decoration shows 
planter status (Singleton 1991).  The presence of decorated wares is often indicative of higher 
wealth.  As seen in these data, 62 % of the assemblage is that of decorated ceramics.  A large 
percentage of these are transfer printed, which according to Miller’s (1980, 2000) price index are 
the highest value earthenware ceramics.  Those ceramics that are undecorated include those that 
would have been used for storage. The undecorated ceramics likely include some from 
undecorated portions of decorated vessels, meaning the percentages of decorated ceramics may 
be underestimated.  
Table 10 – Kitchen Ceramics – Breakdown by Vessel Type and Decoration
Kitchen Ceramics – Breakdown by Vessel Type and Decoration 
Vessel Type # # Decorated % Decorated Vessel Type # # Decorated % Decorated 
Bowl  73 33 45.2 Plate 48 21 43.8 
Bread Plate 1 0 0 Platter 2 0 0 
Chamber Pot 2 0 0 Rim 1 0 0 
Container 21 7 33.3 Saucer 19 10 52.6 
Cup 4 1 25 Small Bowl 1 0 0 
Door Handle 1 0 0 Small Plate 2 2 100 
Flatwares 11 6 54.5 Soup Bowl 8 5 62.5 
Handle 1 0 0 Soup Plate 2 1 50 
Hollow  104 70 67.3 Square Vessel 4 2 50 
Lid Cover 1 1 100 Storage 29 6 20.7 
Mug 1 0 0 Teacup 27 24 88.9 
Oval Vessel 1 1 100 Unidentifiable 311 231 74.3 
Pitcher 2 0 0 Total 677 420 62 
 
 Other scholars suggest that the greater presence of flat wares as opposed to serving bowls 
within the planter’s assemblage represents a higher status economically (Franklin 2001; Wilkie 
2000).  The rationale is that the former indicate a diet of grilled, broiled, or baked foods as 
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opposed to stews.  The better cuts of meat that the planter’s family had access to would not need 
stewing, whereas the enslaved population would have had more inexpensive cuts of meat, which 
needed long simmering.  Stewed food would produce a higher frequency of hollow wares for 
both the preparation and consumption of these foods.  However, Louisianan cuisine is rich with 
one-pot meals, such as jambalaya and gumbo, which may skew these results with higher 
numbers of hollow wares (Wilkie 2000).   
In the kitchen, hollow wares accounted for 41% of the sample, whereas flat wares 
accounted for 13% of the sample (Table 11).  As previously mentioned, many of the unidentified 
sherds were undecorated and thus were difficult to cross-mend.  Therefore, the vessel count may 
be slightly skewed as a result of the high number of undecorated vessel form sherds that were 
unable to be combined with those decorated sherds. 
Table 11 – Kitchen Vessel Forms
Percentage Breakdown of Vessel Forms 
  Number Percent of Sample (n = 677) 
Hollowares 279 41.2 % 
Flatwares 85 12.6 % 
Unidentified 311 45.9 % 
Other 2 > 1 % 
   
The ceramic density around the overseer’s house is high, yielding a minimum vessel 
count of 318 vessels (Table 12).  Of these, 72 percent of them are decorated, with a great portion 
of these being hand painted or transfer printed.  As previously mentioned, these ceramics are of a 
higher value according to the Miller price index.  Interestingly, the high number of teacups (40), 
most of which came out of one unit which was placed just off the front corner of the house. 
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Table 12 – Overseer’s House Ceramics Breakdown of Vessel Type and Decoration
Overseer’s House – Breakdown of Vessel Type and Decoration 
Vessel Type # # Decorated % Decorated Vessel Type # # Decorated % Decorated 
Bowl 33 13 39.3 Saucer 12 10 83.3 
Cup 1 1 100 Serving Platter 1 1 100 
Dish Cover 1 0 0 Small Plate 3 1 33.3 
Flat 5 4 80 Soup Bowl 9 7 77.8 
Handle 2 1 50 Square Vessel 2 1 50 
Holloware 33 26 78.8 Storage 4 1 25 
Pitcher 2 2 100 Teacup 40 32 80 
Plate 7 5 71.4 Unidentifiable 162 123 75.9 
Rouge Pot 1 1 100 Total 318 229 72 
 
 Similar to the kitchen, 40 percent of the vessels are hollow wares and nine percent of the 
vessels are flat wares (Table 13).  With these numbers being so similar to the kitchen combined 
with the fact that 72 percent of these vessels are decorated demonstrates that Alphonse Bechnel 
or Ursin Weber and his family occupied this house.
Table 13 – Overseer’s House Vessel Forms
Percentage Breakdown of Vessel Forms 
  Number Percent of Sample (n = 318) 
Hollowares 127 39.9 % 
Flatwares 28 8.8 % 
Unidentified 162 50.9 % 
Other 1 > 1 % 
  
The faunal remains provide further support that diet among high status families in south 
Louisiana during the nineteenth century was based on more soups and stews than elsewhere.  
With the few exceptions, most of the mammals were mature.  The cases of juvenile mammals 
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were noted in the comments section of the catalogue.  These rarely contributed any significant 
value or changes to MNI or biomass.  Moreover, the dimensions of the specimens (where 
measurements could be taken according to von de Driesch (1972)) shows a relative similarity in 
specimens where there was more than one element that could be measured (Table 14).   
MNI was small given the high number of butchered specimens.  Most likely, MNI for 
cattle is underrepresented because many of the specimens were butchered cow forelimbs, which 
could not be counted as separate individuals.  Sheep/goat and pig consisted mainly of butchered 
elements and teeth.  Aves, which was composed of chicken and a few domestic pigeon 
specimens, was small in comparison to the large number of mammals.  Wild foods, notably 
raccoon, rabbit, and fish, also only account for a small portion of the sample, possibly as the 
result of a sampling error or large screen size.  Unfortunately, the small number of specimens in 
some classes, and the relatively large number of butchered cow forelimbs, hinders a discussion 
of animal size, biomass, and MNI. 
However, these data provide valuable information to discuss butchering techniques, cuts 
of meat and their cost, and implications of plantation diet.  This discussion will focus only on 
large mammals, due to the low incidence of butchering on specimens other than large mammal.  
Most of the cow, sheep/goat, or pig specimens were sawed or hacked or some combination of 
these with knife marks (Table 5).  In order to determine the relative value of the meat cuts, 
Schultz and Gust (1983) was consulted.  They determined the relative value of butchering units 
during the second half of the nineteenth century with short loin ranked 1, giving it the highest 
value, sirloin and rib ranked 2, for example (Schultz and Gust 1984(17):1-48).  
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Table 14 – Measurements of Bone Elements 
Measurements of Elements
Taxa Element DMN MM(mm) Taxa Element DMN MM(mm) 
Kitchen    Kitchen    
Bos taurus 2nd and 3rd carpal GB 37.90  Mandible LPR 20.70 
 3M GB 16.60  Metacarpal BP 22.90 
 Astragalus GLb 67.60  Scapula GLP 32.40 
  BD 46.20   SLC 19.30 
 Calcaneus GL 139.90   LP  25.40 
  GB 47.70   BG 23.00 
 distal phalanx DLS 67.80  Tibia BD 20.30 
  LD 50.70 Procyon lotor Metacarpal GL 33.20 
  MBS 24.40   BD 4.80 
 intermediate carpal BP 21.50 Sus scrofa 1M GL 15.40 
 P3 GL 16.10   GB 13.20 
  GB 9.20  2M GL 16.80 
 Phalange GL 66.40   GB 13.30 
  BD 30.70  3PM GL 14.90 
  BP 33.30   GB 12.90 
  SD 28.20  Astragalus GLm 38.10 
 phalanx 2 GL 68.00   GLl 42.10 
  BD 29.10  distal phalanx LD 11.00 
  BP 29.00   DLS 1.40 
  SD 25.40   MBS 6.90 
 Tibia BD 69.20  M3 GB 12.90 
  BP 95.70  Metacarpal BD 16.30 
 Ulnar carpal GB 48.20  Phalange GL 13.9, 23.7, 23.8, 36.2 
Columba livia carpometacarpus GL 33.60   BD 5.4, 18.4, 14.1, 15.3 
  BD 98.90   BP 20.1, 16.8, 17.5, 7.8 
  DID 7.90   SD 4.7, 17.3, 14.6, 14.6 
Gallus gallus Phalange GL 23.40  Scapula BG 24.20 
  BD 6.20   SLC 24.20 
  BP 8.80 Overseer's    
  SD 4.30 Bos taurus distal phalanx LD 55.2 
 Scapula DIC 14.70   MBS 22.3 
 thoracic vert &synsacrum LV 101.40   DLS 68.1 
 Tibiatarsus DIP 18.80  Phalange GL 39.5 
Muridae Femur GL 37.90   BD 28.4 
  BD 7.00   BP 32.3 
  BP 8.70   SD 26.40 
Ovis/Capra 1P GL 7.20 Gallus gallus Ulna DPA 45.20 
  GB 4.90  Femur BD 14.80 
 3M GL 16.2, 15.4  Phalange GL 19.30 
  GB 10.2, 10.2   BP 6.90 
 astragalus GLm 31.10 Procyon lotor Mandible Cr 16.80 
  GLl 29.20 Sus scrofa 3M GL 31.7, 35.3 
  BD 20.30   GB 19.4, 17.1 
 calcaneus GL 57.8, 61.1  M1 GL 14.80 
  GB 25.4, 24.2   GB 13.00 
 central and 4th tarsal GB 19.3, 25.3  metatarsal 1 GL 43.90 
 M1 GL 11.10  Scapula GLP 26.10 
  GB 7.50 Sylvilagus sp. Tibia BD 9.80 
 M2 GL 18.8, 12.5, 17,2     
  GB 11.7, 7.0, 8.1     
DMN = Dimensions   MM(mm) = Measurements in mm 
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At the kitchen, the greatest percentage of beef cuts, 30.23 %, were from the round region 
with a ranking of 3, followed by the foreshank, 23.26 %, ranking 9, and lastly the rib and arm 
(13.95 % each) with rankings of 1 and 6 respectively (Table 17).  Sheep/goat and pig had 
relatively small numbers that were evenly distributed across all types of cuts possible.  The 
numbers of the beef cuts do indicate a higher quality of meat cuts.  These numbers correlate 
similarly with the cow samples from the overseer’s house where 25 % of the sample are round 
cuts, 25% are foreshanks, and the rest of the sample is distributed between, rump, arm, chuck, 
and hindshank.  The sheep/goat cuts were both sirloin, with a ranking of 2.  Finally, the cuts of 
pig were distributed more evenly; most of the cuts were arm cuts, then round and chuck, sirloin 
and hindshank cuts.  These numbers are from a relatively small sample at the overseer’s house (n 
> 9) for all taxa.  Overall, the butchering cuts indicate relatively higher quality cuts of meat.  
Table 15 – Relative Value of Butchering Cuts 
Relative Value of  Butchering Cuts  
 Bos taurus Ovis/Capra Sus scrofa Odocoileus virginianus 
Kitchen - Cut No % No % No % No % 
Short Loin 1 2.33 0 0.00 2 25.00 1 100.00
Rib 6 13.95 0 0.00 1 12.50 0 0.00
Sirloin 2 4.65 0 0.00 1 12.50 0 0.00
Round 13 30.23 1 50.00 1 12.50 0 0.00
Arm 6 13.95 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
Chuck 1 2.33 1 50.00 1 12.50 0 0.00
Foreshank 10 23.26 0 0.00 1 12.50 0 0.00
Hindshank 5 11.63 0 0.00 1 12.50 0 0.00
Total butchered 44 2 8 0 
Total NISP 70 62.86 29 6.90 39 20.51 1 100.00
Overseer’s - Cut        
Sirloin 0 0.00 2 100.00 1 11.11  
Round 2 25.00 0 0.00 2 22.22  
Rump 1 12.50 0 0.00 0.00  
Arm 1 12.50 0 0.00 3 33.33  
Chuck 1 12.50 0 0.00 2 22.22  
Foreshank 2 25.00 0 0.00 0.00  
Hindshank 1 12.50 0 0.00 1 11.11  
Total butchered 8 2 0.00 9   




Figure 14 – Pearlware Kitchen 
 
 













Figure 18 – Whiteware Overseer’s House 
 
 




Figure 20 – Whiteware Overseer’s house 
 
 




Figure 22 – Transfer Printed Wares Kitchen 
 
  




Figure 24 – Pipe Bowl/Stem Examples 
 
 




Figure 26 –  Annular, Banded, Mocha Wares - Kitchen 
 
 




Figure 28 – Ovis/Capra 
 
  




Figure 30 – Aves, including Columba livia and Gallus gallus 
 
 




Figure 32 – Emydidae 
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Chapter 7 – Identifying the Identity 
If one is looking at the choice of material as a manifestation of the occupants’ identity, 
then the people occupying the overseer’s house were attempting to appear similar to the 
occupants of the main house.  This finding is not surprising, as the occupants of the overseer’s 
house were likely Alphonse Bechnel the adopted son of the childless Azelie and Marcellin, and 
Ursin Webber, Azelie Haydel’s brother-in-law.  
Comparison between the ceramics from the overseer’s house and the kitchen shows little 
difference in the quality.  There is better preservation of ceramics at the overseer’s house.  The 
ceramics and glass are less fragmented at the overseer’s house than at the kitchen, possibly as a 
result of the rebuilding episodes of the kitchen.  The limited amount of faunal material at the 
overseer’s house hinders direct comparisons of the diet between the people at the kitchen and 
overseer’s house.  However, the assemblages are comprised of the same set of faunal material.   
Perhaps Alphonse Bechnel, Ursin Webber and family, and Azelie Haydel, ate meals at the same 
place, thus accounting for the limited amount of faunal material at the overseer’s house.  Given 
that the occupants of the overseer’s house were related to the plantation owners, I suggest that 
the artifacts from both areas can be used to explain the life ways of both sets of occupants.  
Clearly, the occupants of both houses were supporting themselves in a wealthy plantation 
lifestyle as one family.  Although there may have been stratification within this family, 
stratification is not visible within the archaeological assemblage.   
Azelie Haydel, Alphonse Bechnel, and Ursin Webber could not always buy what they 
wanted. Things were not always available.  The widespread globalization of the ceramic market 
and the limitations in the meat packing industry might have resulted in fewer choices.  The 
family lived within a capitalist world; this is reflected in the uniformity of the artifact 
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assemblage.  Still, they bought the material culture at the plantation.  Given whatever limitations, 
constraints, availability, or accessibility, they bought goods.  There was an active choice made in 
choosing one plate or bowl over the next.  Rather than buying many inexpensive cuts of meat, 
Azelie might have chosen to buy one expensive cut of meat, or vice versa.  The point that must 
be clear is that an individual made the decision to chose the material. 
The occupants chose material to construct an image of who they were in relation to the 
other occupants at the plantation, and to those who lived nearby on other plantations.  In most 
years Whitney plantation was the second largest sugar producer in St. John the Baptist Parish, a 
fact that attests to its regional importance and the economic status of the plantation occupants.   
Although Whitney plantation was not the largest sugar-producing plantation along the 
Mississippi, the planter family was able to support themselves in an extravagant lifestyle.  At 
most times, they had a large population of enslaved peoples on the plantation.  The large number 
of slaves, lavish paintings in the main house, combined with the wide variety of ceramics as well 
as other artifacts such as French wine bottles and porcelain dolls, indicate a lavish lifestyle of the 
planter family at Whitney plantation.   
To reiterate my working definition of identity – the material or metaphysical 
manifestations of everyday life – the identity expressed in the material record is that of a wealthy 
plantation family at Whitney plantation. The material culture studied is the remains of everyday 
life.  People did not throw away their most sacred possessions: instead, people threw away what 
they used daily.  By studying this discarded, daily accumulation of material culture, I have been 
able to discover how people chose to represent themselves—their identity.  The kitchen and the 
overseer’s house yield information on how Azelie, Alphonse, and Ursin Webber’s family 
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constructed their identities or the agency behind their daily experiences.  A picture of what their 
life might have been, eating together, working together, living together emerges.   
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